Fonts & Colors

General

Delete unused colors

Paper

Use PostScript or Open Type fonts (not TrueType)
Send all screen and printer fonts with the job

Text & Style Attributes

Use the proper font rather than applying a font style
Avoid using tiny type or graphic elements
Align type using tabs, not the space bar
Use at least 10 point type for reverses
Delete unused style sheets

Files & Graphics

Delete all unnecessary pages
Add at least 1/8” bleed to all graphics that bleed
Allow room in the margin for drill or punch if necessary
Specify rules as .25 points or greater (not hairline)
Minimize nesting
Crop unwanted graphic elements in an illustration program
Re-size live images carefully with consideration given to resolution
Convert all RGB images to CMYK format
Use the correct tool for the job: Photoshop and Illustrator are not page
layout programs

Documentation

Print a directory of disc contents
Include 100% size color laser proofs
Tile an oversized document as opposed to reducing in size
Properly mark proofs, identifying live vs. FPO images
Note any special instructions

Digital Media

Label media with company name, contact, project name and date
new environment

Bring a second person to proofread
Bring original copies, proof, and ink or paper swatches
Check the paper to make sure it is the correct stock
Check that the paper doesn’t have any irregularities
Verify that the opacity of the paper is good and that there
isn’t any ink leaking through from the other side

Press sheet

Inspect overall press sheet
Verify bleeds
Check that corrections to previous proofs have been made
Check for any missing elements or copy
Check to make sure the front and back are not upside-down
Number the press sheet pulls in sequence for a reference point

Color

Graphic Solutions Group is fully equipped to
handle all of your project needs in-house:

Pre-press

Mac / PC Workstations
Computer to Plate - Kodak Magnus 800
Rampage & Prinergy Workﬂow Systems
Digital Prooﬁng
• Kodak KPS / Epson 9900
• ImpoProof Canon 8400S

Printing/Bindery

2–Six-color Komori presses with in-line
aqueous coaters (28 x 40)
Ryobi 2800 with T-head (11 x 17)
Die cutting press
Stahl folders
Mueller-Martini Six-pocket Saddle Stitcher with cover feeder
2–Cutters with Computer Console
2–Shrink Wrap Systems
Moll Marathon Folder/Gluer with Versa Fold

Large Format Printing

Verify match ink colors
Check for density and consistency
Check color match consistency on elements that cross over
from page to page

Durst Rho P10 250 HS Plus - 98” UV Printer (Flatbed & Roll)
Fuji Acuity 2504 HD - 98” UV Printer (Flatbed & Roll)
Epson S80600 64” Eco-Solvent Roll Printer
Esko Kongsberg C64 Digital Router/Cutter
GBC 61” Protech Orca 1600 Laminator/Mounter

Images

Digital Printing

Inspect registration and trapping
should be a reasonable match to proof
Remember to use correct lighting conditions
Check each photo or illustration for proper position, cropping
and scaling
embossing drilling or perforations are properly indicated

Type
Check that type is sharp (not “hairy”)
Check that italics, bold, etc. are used where you intended

Approval

HP Indigo 5600
(2) Konica Bizhub Pro 1200
Konica Bizhub Pro Color C1085
Konica Bizhub Pro Color C6501
Tec Lightning UV Coater

Mailing

Buskro Inkjet Equipment
Buskro Tabbing Equipment
2–Bell & Howell Inserters
PC/List Maintenance Workstations

Fulfillment

32,000 sq. ft. facility dedicated to
our customers’ inventory
24-hour access to online ordering & reports

List

List

List

Once on press, these recommendations can help
ensure a successful print job:

